
Operating since 1998 throughout Asia Pacific, Europe and North America B2BE delivers electronic 
supply chain solutions globally. The B2BE team speak over 17 languages and operate in 20+ 
countries and regions.

B2BE’s products and solutions span several business functions targeting finance, procurement and 
transactional environments, all providing process improvement and cost savings.www.b2be.com

About
B2BE

Do you still need to send invoices and statements, for 
example to clients in the post?

Get in touch with B2BE so that we can demonstrate how our solutions can help you to simplify the management 
and distribution of your manual documents using B2BE’s print management solution.

Do you manage stationery and infrastructure to do this? 
Printers, folding machines and franking machines? 

Do your printers have duty cycles that are impacted by the 
volumes you print? Can the machinery be reduced by 
outsourcing so you’re only supporting normal office printing 
requirements?

How many documents do you send manually and 
how many resources manage this and can they be 
better utilized doing something else given mail is 
highly manual and not very productive?

Do you want to be able to transition from 
physical postage to electronic distribution easily?

Are you able to consolidate mail easily so you can 
reduce your mail charges?

Can you take advantage of clean mail rates easily if they 
exist?

Do you have end point visibility of all your transactions irrespective of 
the distribution methodology?

Do you often get requests to resend documents? Are you currently able to offer 
a self-service approach?

Still managing printed customer documents? While electronic document distribution is more 
practical, faster and cheaper there are many customers who still wish to receive their 
documents, such as invoices and statements, in the mail. Which means you’re still left with 
documents that require printing and then posting. B2BE can support this as a stand-alone 
requirement or as a full document management and distribution suite. 
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